We experimentally demonstrated a dispersion-tolerant optical short pulse transmission technique using frequency chirp control for the first time. We achieved optical fiber transmission with a dispersion range of −240 to +240 ps/nm for 4 ps optical RZ pulses.
Introduction
Chromatic dispersion is an important problem for optical networks. As the optical signal bitrate per wavelength channel increases, the influence of chromatic dispersion on waveform distortion becomes dominant. An optical signal of over 40 Gbit/s has a particularly low chromatic dispersion tolerance. For instance, 4 ps optical pulses, which are suitable as 100 Gbit/s optical signals, have a dispersion tolerance of less than ± 10 ps/nm. The dispersion tolerance decreases because the signal bit rate increases, that is, the optical pulse width narrows. For example, if the optical pulse width changes from 10 ps to 2.5 ps, the dispersion tolerance decreases from ± 60 to ± 4 ps/nm. Generally, when the pulse width narrows to one over N times, the dispersion tolerance become lower in proportion to one over N squared. Now this raises another question how to keep the dispersion tolerance high even when the optical pulse width becomes narrower. At the same time, there are increasing demands for picosecond optical pulse transmission. These demands include next generation broadband photonic networks [1] - [3] . Recently, Sakano et al. proposed an optical pulse transmission technique with a large dispersion tolerance based on temporal imaging [4] .
In this paper, we report the initial experimental results of a dispersiontolerant picosecond optical pulse transmission technique that employs frequency chirp control. We achieved −240 and +240 ps/nm dispersion fiber transmission for 4 ps optical RZ signals. We also confirmed the ± 800 ps/nm dispersion tolerance of the technique for 10 Gbit/s RZ optical signals in a numerical simulation. modulator shifts the optical signal frequency, and narrows the optical signal bandwidth. In our experiment, the linearly chirped RZ optical pulses are obtained using transform-limited RZ optical pulses with a low duty cycle less than 20 % and a dispersive medium which provides the linear chirp. After the above-mentioned optical phase control at the transmitter, the signal is transmitted through the optical fiber (chromatic dispersion D ps/nm). As the spectrum of the optical signal is narrowed, the tolerance to D increases. After the transmission, the optical pulses are phase modulated using a timing clock of the same frequency and intensity as the transmitter. Then we fix the linear chirp of the optical signal by using a dispersive medium which has the same dispersion as the transmitter. Note that the dispersion of the dispersive medium at the receiver can be set to the same sign as that at the transmitter. So this is not dispersion compensation. Finally, we recover the optical signal. In our experiment, we used an RZ optical signal source that comprised transform limited pulse sequences coded with 10 Gbit/s (PRBS2 −31 −1) data. The pulse width was 4 ps. The dispersion of the dispersive medium and peak phase deviation used in both the transmitter and receiver were +30 ps/nm and 2.1π rad, respectively. The dispersion ± 240 ps/nm is very large for 4 ps optical pulses, and it is impossible to transmit through a fiber that has such a large dispersion without using the technique. A dispersion compensator is conventionally used for optical fiber transmission when the dispersion is large; however, the compensation value must be carefully adjusted to compensate for the fiber dispersion. Using the technique, it is unnecessary to change any parameters, even if the transmission fiber dispersion is changed from −240 to +240 ps/nm. The signal waveform is then recovered using the technique. By increasing the intensity of the phase modulation, the dispersion tolerance of the technique increases to approximately ± 800 ps/nm, which is calculated based on the numerical simulation. At that time, the intensity of the phase modulation is 2.7π rad. The dispersion tolerance of the optical short pulses that have a 4 ps pulse width is approximately ± 10 ps/nm without dispersion compensation. So frequency chirp control enables us to realize an 80-fold larger dispersion tolerance than that without using the technique. The dispersion tolerance of ± 800 ps/nm is comparable to that of 10 Gbit/s NRZ optical signals.
Principle and experimental configuration

Results and discussion
The technique can be applied to optical RZ signal transmission with a low duty cycle (less than 20 %). For instance, optical CDM network is one possible application. Another application is to high-speed optical packet networks. The technique can be applied to a block of several optical pulses (i.e., an optical packet). In this case, we achieve dispersion tolerant transmission of an optical signal that uses picosecond optical pulses with a relatively high duty cycle (for example, 30 -50 %).
Summary
We proposed the FCC method to increase the dispersion tolerance of optical short pulse transmission. ± 240 ps/nm dispersion tolerance is confirmed by both experiment and numerical simulation. We expect that the maximum dispersion tolerance will be ± 800 ps/nm for 4 ps 10 Gbit/s optical pulses. By using low frequency phase modulation, we can achieve dispersion tolerant transmission of optical packets with a high duty cycle.
